
Journal of the Scottish Society for Art History Open Access Policy 

The Scottish Society for Art History is committed to supporting and promoting art 
historical research in Scotland. As part of this, we have implemented the following policy 
for articles published in our annual Journal (JSSAH).  

JSSAH is published on a Green Open Access basis. This permits authors to deposit the 
‘Accepted Manuscript’ version of their article in their institutional repository with no 
embargo. Authors may deposit the Accepted Manuscript version in a non-commercial 
disciplinary repository one year after print publication. This policy complies with current 
funding body mandates on Green Open Access publishing/self-archiving. An unrestricted 
non-commercial use license applies (CC BY NC). 

The Society allows authors to retain the following rights: 

• (a) Personal or departmental webpage: the right to post either the Author’s 
Original (AO) or Accepted Manuscript (AM) version of the contribution on their 
personal or departmental web page. Any posting of the AM version should include a 
prominent statement that the article has been accepted for publication by the 
Scottish Society for Art History in its journal, together with a link to the SSAH 
website (www.ssah.org.uk). Where possible, the link should be updated after 
publication to include the full bibliographic details (volume, date, page numbers). 

• (b) Institutional repository: the right to post the AM version of the contribution in 
their institutional repository. The posting should include a prominent statement 
that the article has been accepted for publication by the Scottish Society for Art 
History in its journal, together with a link to the SSAH website (www.ssah.org.uk), 
which will provide information on how to acquire the volume of JSSAH containing 
the Version of Record (VoR). Where possible, the link should be updated after 
publication to include the full bibliographic details (volume, date, page numbers). 

• (c) Non-commercial subject repository: the right to post the AM version of the 
contribution in a subject repository that does not offer content for commercial sale, 
one year following publication in print. The posting should include a prominent 
statement that the article has been accepted for publication by the Scottish Society 
for Art History in its journal, together with a link to the SSAH website 
(www.ssah.org.uk), which will provide information on how to acquire the volume of 
JSSAH containing the Version of Record (VoR). Where possible, the link should be 
updated after publication to include the full bibliographic details (volume, date, 
page numbers). 

• (d) Commercial repositories and social networking sites: the right to post the 
AO version of the contribution in commercial repositories such as the Social Science 
Research Network (SSRN) and social networking sites such as ResearchGate and 
Academia.edu at any time. The AM version and VoR may not be shared on social 
media sites. 

• (e) Personal use: the right to use the VoR for their own teaching needs or to supply 
on an individual basis to research colleagues, provided that such supply is not for 
commercial purposes. 
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• (f) Reproduction: the right to reproduce the contribution or a related version of it 
in any volume for which they are author or editor. Permission is automatically given 
to the publisher of such a volume, subject to full bibliographic acknowledgement. 

Version of Record 

The Version of Record of the article, as it appears in JSSAH following layout and proof 
correction, may not be deposited by authors in institutional repositories or on any 
commercial networks, including SSRN. For Profit social networking sites such as 
ResearchGate and Academia.edu are considered ‘commercial’ platforms. Authors may post 
an abstract of the article on publication, accompanied by the full bibliographic details 
(journal title, volume, date, page numbers) together with a link to the Society’s website 
where information on how to acquire the relevant issue of JSSAH can be found 
(www.sssah.org.uk). 

Definitions 

• Author’s Original (AO): the un-refereed version of an article, also called ‘preprint’.  
• Accepted Manuscript (AM): the version of the article that has been accepted for 

publication in the journal following the process of peer-review (but before 
typesetting and proof correction), also called ‘postprint’. 

• Version of Record (VoR): the definitive version of the article as published in JSSAH. 
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